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PLAYERS
Selecting Partners
Academic School:

Old Dominion University

Contact:

Jamela Martin or Beth Tremblay

Phone Number:

757-683-4543 or 757-683-5264

E-mail Address:

jm1marti@odu.edu or bmtrembl@odu.edu

Practice Setting:

Food Bank of Southeastern Virginia and the Eastern Shore (FBSEVA)

Contact:

Taylor Miller

Phone Number:

757-201-6290

E-mail Address:

taylormiller@foodbankonline.org

Preparing for Your First Meeting
Date/Time of Meeting Spring 2016

Place of Meeting:

at the FBSEVA

What do you and your partner need to know about you and your organization?

Old Dominion University School of Nursing has long sought to establish strong relationships with community partners in
order to create engaged experiences with senior BSN students. The community health coordinator sought to establish sites
within the community that specifically address the social determinants of health. Thus preparing a nursing workforce with
the ability to see root causes of disease and implement plans that address those root causes. The FBSEVA was a natural fit
for our students. The partnership began with a single group of student focused on children and youth in summer &
after-school feeding programs. By the next year, we expanded the relationship to include focus on all ages. Multiple
initiatives have been completed and are on-going at the present time. Initiatives include 1)multiple food drives 2) production
of a civil rights for SNAP educational product 3) SNAP outreach 4) Pilot research using super-market nudges to increase
healthful shopping (RYG initiative) 5) 10 different food cards (total 10,000 printed) used for education at food distribution
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sites 6) educational presentations with the FBSEVA agency partners 7) Building raised beds at an additional community
partner site (Teens with a Purpose, Norfolk, Va.) 8) My Plate education using gaming with children and youth

PARTNERSHIPS
Initial Meeting
What is the right partnership activity for you and your partner?
Because this partnership is focused on community & addressing food insecurity at all levels ODU SON first seeks to prepare
nursing students to enter the experience informed on the strategic mission of the FBSEVA, ongoing projects, and barriers
they are encountering. Faculty is in close contact with our contact, Taylor, to discuss current needs- and this relationship is
modeled for the students. Students are supported to have discussions with FBSEVA staff, volunteers, and clients to
understand needs and the unique way that nursing students might fill those needs. Students are asked to participate in
continuous assessment as they engage in volunteer shifts to better understand the culture and needs of the organization
and the community it serves. The right partnership is one built on open communication and respect.

What documents about your organization should you bring to the meeting?
During the early meetings with FBSEVA and annually, the strategic mission and vision of the FBSEVA is shared. ODU SON
shares its vision for transformative student education, the specific goals for the course, and student timelines.

What do you have to offer?
ODU SON offers skilled students with knowledge beyond the typical volunteer. Nursing students are able to provide onsite
education and information about nutrition, how certain foods may interact with current medications, and dietary adjustments
for people with chronic disease. Beyond this, nursing students provide valuable help to a relatively small staff. Nursing
students have, and continue to, take on projects that the FBSEVA has identified as needed, but do not have the time to
complete. Students have worked with faculty to create a civil rights training program which replaces the face to face training
previously completed by the compliance officer. This saves the man-hours it would take to train all new volunteers and fulfills
the mandatory annual training for all who participate in SNAP outreach through the FBSEVA. Further, students offer a
unique perspective about the barriers the clients encounter and offer concrete solutions that, with FBSEVA approval, are
carried out independently.

What is your vision for this partnership and does your partner share this vision?

Our vision for the partnership to increase the workforce capacity of nursing to engage in public health issues in a real and
tangible way. We expect our students to have built transferrable skills that address the social determinants of health in any
healthcare or community setting. We believe that our goals are well aligned with the 4 strategic pillars of the FBSEVA
which are Lead, Feed, Strengthen, and Transform. First, our nursing students lead, manage, and organize projects in
cooperation with the FBSEVA, they feed through food drives, SNAP outreach, and food distribution. Students strengthen by
reimagining and reorganizing systems to make healthy food choices easier. Lastly, the very way they are educated through
this partnership transforms them as nurses. It also transforms the knowledge of clients and food pantry (agency) partners.

Who else needs to be involved in both organizations? Is top leadership involved?

The ODU SON chair, Karen Karlowicz, was vital in making the initial connections with the FBSEVA and has offered support
and guidance with the development of some of the larger projects we have carried out. The main contact and relationships
have been established between Taylor Miller (volunteer outreach coordinator) and faculty (Beth Tremblay and Jamela
Marting). Additional members of the FBSEVA have been instrumental in projects. For example, Zach Nissen and Cathy
Davis contributed to the SNAP outreach and civil rights product. Debbie Kleeger has met with us on many occasions to help
us with any material related to nutrition. Support from Nicole Todd, Director of Programs has been vital to moving projects
forward.
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What is the business case for the partnership?
The relationship is funded as a part of the full-time workload of FBSEVA staff and ODU SON faculty. Students gain valuable
insight and practice at FBSEVA without placement fees. The FBSEVA gains valuable work-hours from students (72 hours
per student minimum).

Subsequent Meetings
Do you have clarity on goals and vision?
Goals and visions for this partnership are clear and are in line with both institutions.
Students have ongoing guidance and supervision from faculty. Communication with FBSEVA staff is on-going.

What are the details and time line of the initiative?
A written MOU is in place for student work.
The FBSEVA has also supplied the ODU SON with two letters of support for grants which include issues of food insecurity.
1. AACN/CDC learning hub (timeline began May 2018, work continues with another grant extention)
2. HRSA grant (timeline begins July 1, focus on veterans)

Whom can we call for expert consultation if needed?

Expert consultation includes
- PhD faculty within the SON for support with grant writing and statistical analysis
- ODU librarian

What are the expected outcomes of the activity?

The vision of the collaborative academic partnership is for ODU SON and FBSEVA to maintain the relationship and to foster
positive outcomes in the areas of nursing education, practice, research and community health and prevention in alignment
with the identified partnership goals.
Further, the FBSEVA has been a great resource for SNAP outreach education and mentoring in the community including the
IPC (partnership discussed in a second template).
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ENVIRONMENT
Time
Is this the right time for this partnership?
With a food insecurity rate that is higher in Norfolk that the national average and continued cuts to funding, it is more
important than ever to address the root causes of hunger. Knowing that food insecurity is linked to diseases such as
obesity, diabetes, and heart disease, the partnership between ODU SON and FBSEVA is self-evident.
Example: Learning HUB: Because the FBSEVA is accustomed to working with multiple community partners, an expanded
partnership with the IPC and Virginia 2-1-1 was easy for them to envision. With ODU SON at the center, we were able to
manage the multiple projects which were used to train our undergraduate nursing students to be directly involved in
assessing and then addressing social determinants of health through our work at both the FBSEVA and the IPC.

What are the issues that will facilitate or impede the development of the partnership?
We have been fortunate that many of the initiatives developed by the students do not require funding. For some larger
projects, we were fortunate enough to first receive the AACN/CDC learning hub grant followed by additional funds in the
extension grant. Looking forward, some of the recently awarded HRSA grant will be used to fund initiatives specific to
addressing food insecurity in the veteran population.

What is the time commitment for the partners?
Time commitments vary and are negotiable. The orientation to the site takes about 2-3 hours per year, face to face SNAP
outreach training takes another hour each summer by two FBSEVA staff. On the ODU SON side, each student commits 72
hours over two semesters. SON faculty participate in all orientations, training, data collection as applicable, ongoing
communication on projects, and clinical conferences and meetings with students.

Whose time will be required?

Time required will be from:
Community Health coordinator
SON clinical instructor
Nursing students
FBSEVA volunteer coordinator
FBSEVA SNAP outreach coordinator
FBSEVA director of nutrition services

When will the meetings be scheduled?

Meetings occur at the beginning of summer. Additional meetings between the partnering agencies are as needed. Often
the communication via email or by phone is sufficient. When a larger initiative is discussed, all stakeholders are present in
face to face meetings.
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ENVIRONMENT
Space
What space is required for the activity?
The FBSEVA has several large conference spaces available at their site for meetings.
Students have conference space available at the Virginia Beach Higher Education Center (VBHEC) as well.
Activities often occur within several spaces within the FBSEVA (Marketplace, sorting rooms, warehouse) as well as within
the community (at local schools, mobile food pantries, partner agencies that host soup-kitchens and food pantries).

What equipment and supplies are needed?
Equipment and supplies vary with each project. No large equipment is needed.
Students have access to copiers, wifi, and meeting space as needed.
Some projects required technical support from the University Center for Learning and Technology, which supplied sound
booths for professional grade recording.

What money is needed?
Current projects are funded by an AACN/CDC grant. No additional funds for the ongoing projects are required.

Where are we meeting?

Meetings typically occur at the FBSEVA on Tidewater Drive in Norfolk.

Where will we present outcomes?

Outcomes have been presented during an AACN webinar and at professional conferences. Our FBSEVA contact, Taylor
Miller, participated in the AACN webinar and offered some FBSEVA insight.
Several manuscripts have been planned and we will seek publication. All data and outcomes are reported to the FBSEVA
for their use.
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ENVIRONMENT
Regulation
What are the policies or regulatory issues that will impede or facilitate development of the partnership on both sides?
Issues that have facilitated development have been solid grant funding. There are no current issues impeding the
development of the partnership.

Context
How will the partnership be funded?
The partnership is funded through salaries supplied as employment to either ODU or FBSEVA. Projects are funded through
grants, donations, and student engagement.

What are the constraints of both partners?
The timeline for students is May through December. The relationship and projects were sustained through the spring
semester with ongoing student projects (now in volunteer capacity rather than part of course work), and through on-going
communication between faculty and staff.

What history do the partners have with each other and each others' institutions?

Though this partnership is just a few years old, though the impact has been great. Early on in the partnership, the FBSEVA
awarded ODU SON an award under the category "Transform" at their very first Hunger Summit.
In addition to the partnership outlined here, many faculty and staff engage in volunteer work through the FBSEVA. Our
partner contact, Taylor, recently graduated with her Master's degree from ODU this past spring. Both organizations seek to
serve the southeastern region and eastern shore of Virginia.
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